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Today:

▪ Voxel exploration



Areas:

▪ Philosophies

▪ Engines

▪ Tools



Philosophies & Engines

▪ Minecraft: crude voxels + polygons

▪ BlockScape: crude voxels + marching cubes + polygons

▪ Project Spark: …

▪ CubeWorld: crude voxels + voxel instances

▪ AutoMontage: fine voxels

▪ ID / John Olick: fine voxels + marching cubes

▪ NVidia / Laine & Karras: very fine voxels + marching cubes

Infiniminer
Minecraft
Ace of Spades
Guncraft

Blockscape

Voxelstein 3D

….



Engines

▪ Minecraft / Blockscape : custom

▪ Ace of Spades: Voxlap

▪ BlockScape: custom

▪ Everquest Next: Voxel Farm

▪ StarForge: Voxel Farm

Not used in finished products:

▪ Unity plugins / scripts



Minecraft: 
Large textured voxels + polygon models



BlockScape: 
Voxels + polygon models



VoxelFarm: 
Voxels + marching cubes



EverQuest Next: 
Voxels + Dual Contouring + polygon models
“Dual Countouring of Hermite Data”, 2002



Project Spark: 
Voxels + polygon models



Voxelstein 3D: 
Small voxels



Automontage: 
Fine voxels



Automontage: 
Fine voxels



ID Software / John Olick: 
Very fine voxels



NVidia: 
Very fine voxels



John Whigham: voxels + linear distance filtering  



John Whigham: voxels + linear distance filtering  



Laine & Karras: “Efficient Sparse Voxel Octrees”, 2010

Contours:
Defined as 2 bounding planes
Stored in 32-bit:
3x 6bit for plane normal
2x 7bit for plane position within voxel



Tools

▪ Minddesk Cubiqle 2.0

▪ MagicaVoxel

▪ Sproxel

▪ VoxelShop

▪ VoxelBuilder

▪ Zoxel









Philosophies - discussion

▪ Crude voxels: too little detail, “been there done that”

▪ Crude voxels + surface reconstruction: instable, inelegant, but editable

▪ Fine voxels: too much memory, no real-time editing

▪ Small voxels + instances: still too much memory & geometry

Requirements: games, real-time edits, large world (streaming), “better detail 
than Minecraft”, elegant

Willing to give up: smooth surfaces, proper physics



Philosophies - discussion

Minecraft / BlockScape / Voxelstein: what we can do now

NVidia / Olick: down to the sub-pixel level (“obvious improvement”)

Research question:

“How much detail can we get on today’s consumer hardware for an 
elegant (pure) voxel engine in which we can efficiently query and 
modify any voxel? The solution should support large worlds 
(streaming).”



Philosophies - discussion

Tools:

 Infancy stage

 No tool chain for landscapes or 3d assets

 No tools / libraries for procedural generation

 Tools are aimed at 8-bit style graphics.



PART 2
details



Details

1. The Plan

2. Ingredients

3. Early tests

4. Rendering

5. Editing

6. Tools

7. Results



Details: The Plan

Store a world in a 3D grid of octrees.

Reasons: 

1. being able to encode / decode data at a reasonable speed

2. being able to stream world data (anything purely hierarchical 
breaks this)

Subquestions:

- How do we efficiently store octree data?
- How do we efficiently encode / decode octrees?
- What is the optimal octree size for this?
- How do we render this efficiently?



Details: Ingredients

Ingredient: “Morton order”, a.k.a. z-curve

Space filling curve: used to transform 2D or 3D 
coordinates into a 1D position. Method:

X =  1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1

Y = 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0

--------------------------------

M = 1101101000111001110011111001



Details: Ingredients

Ingredient: “Morton order”, a.k.a. z-curve

Reorganizing data from a 3D array of ARGB 
colors to Morton order yields an octree (but: 
maximum depth everywhere). 

Applying run-length encoding (where 8 
subsequent values are equal) yields a sparse 
octree. 

Speed issue: reorganizing maximizes cache 
misses either for reading or writing.



Details: Ingredients

Ingredient: “Morton order”, a.k.a. z-curve

Results (4-core i7, laptop):

Raw to Morton: ~1.7ms

Morton to octree: ~1.7ms

Note: decode only needed if Morton 
data not yet available (use caching);

encode only needed before rendering 
(perform lazily).



Details: Ingredients

Ingredient: Fast rendering of a grid of octrees



Details: Ingredients

Ingredient: Fast rendering of a grid of octrees



Details: Ingredients

Ingredient: Fast rendering of a grid of octrees

Intersect the octree with a bundle of rays. Visit a node if any ray in the 
bundle intersects it:

1. Early hit: check if first active ray intersects the node;

2. Early out: check if the node is outside the bounding planes of the 
bundle;

3. Brute force: check if any ray intersects the node.

Note: always check 8 rays at once using AVX to further speed this up.



Details: Ingredients

Ingredient: Fast rendering of a grid of octrees

Results:

Using 1283 octrees, a view distance of 20 grid cells can be rendered at 
~25-30fps on a 4-core i7 laptop at 1280x800 resolution.

View distance in pixels is 2560; assuming a view distance of 256 meters, 
this yields a 0.1m3 resolution.

(Distance of horizon in real life: d = sqrt( h2 + 2Rh ) = ~3.5km.)



Details: Ingredients

Ingredient: Editing a grid of octrees

- Setting / getting voxels in Morton order is O(1).

- Getting pixels in an octree is O(N) where N is the depth of the tree.

- Changing a block of voxels may affect 8 octrees.

At 30 fps, we can encode 19.4 octrees (~10 if we also need to decode 
them first). Arbitrary changes are possible if we stick to a window of 
2x2x2 octrees.





Details: Ingredients

Ingredient: Normal reconstruction

Any intersection point of a ray and the world will be on the side of a 
voxel. Since voxels are on a grid, a voxel side is uniquely identified by 
looking at the ray direction and the coordinate.



Details: Tools

Converting a 3D mesh to voxels

1. 3D rasterization

2. Fat triangles

3. Filling the mesh







Future work

Further research:

- GPU rendering

- GPU octree encoding

- Streaming

- World generation

- API

- Physics



Thank you!

Questions?



THE END
next week: presentations


